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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a perfect energy source supplied by a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
as a main power source and storage devices: battery and supercapacitor, for modern distributed genera-
tion system, particularly for future fuel cell vehicle applications. The energy in hybrid system is balanced
by the dc bus voltage regulation. A supercapacitor module, as a high dynamic and high power density
device, functions for supplying energy to regulate a dc bus voltage. A battery module, as a high energy
density device, operates for supplying energy to a supercapacitor bank to keep it charged. A FC, as a
eywords:
attery
onverters
urrent control
lectric vehicles
uel cells

slowest dynamic source in this system, functions to supply energy to a battery bank in order to keep
it charged. Therefore, there are three voltage control loops: dc bus voltage regulated by a supercapaci-
tor bank, supercapacitor voltage regulated by a battery bank, and battery voltage regulated by a FC. To
authenticate the proposed control algorithm, a hardware system in our laboratory is realized by analog
circuits and numerical calculation by dSPACE. Experimental results with small-scale devices (a PEMFC:
500-W, 50-A; a battery bank: 68-Ah, 24-V; and a supercapacitor bank: 292-F, 30-V, 500-A) corroborate

ciple
upercapacitor the excellent control prin

. Introduction

High prices for gasoline and oil are here to stay. As China, India
nd other nations rapidly increase their demand for fossil fuels,
uture fighting over energy looms large. In the meantime, power
lants that burn coal, oil and natural gas, as well as vehicles every-
here, continue to pour millions of tons of pollutants and green-
ouse gases into the atmosphere annually, threatening the planet.

Well-meaning scientists, engineers, economists and politicians
ave proposed various steps that could slightly reduce fossil-fuel
se and emissions. These steps are not enough. Therefore, this con-
inces us to dramatically change to hydrogen power, which would
e the reasonable answer to this energy crisis problem.

Furthermore, beyond finding new alternative fuels for internal
ombustion engines (ICEs), researchers are working on hydrogen

uel cells that offer another path toward environmentally accept-
ble power [1–4]. To produce electricity, most PEM fuel cells must
e supplied either with hydrogen or with hydrocarbon compounds
hat can be catalytically decomposed into hydrogen.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +66 2 913 2500x3332; fax: +66 2 587 8255.
E-mail addresses: Phatiphat.Thounthong@ensem.inpl-nancy.fr,

htt@kmutnb.ac.th (P. Thounthong).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.120
during motor drive cycle.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

There are many types of FCs characterized by their electrolytes.
One of the most promising ones to be utilized in electric vehi-
cle applications is the polymer electrolyte membrane FC (PEMFC)
because of its relatively small size, lightweight nature, and ease of
construction [5,6]. In addition, PEMFC may also be used in residen-
tial and commercial power systems [7].

For the past 10 years, many works have been done on the uti-
lizations of FCs in high power applications. Nowadays, the required
FC power is in the range of 0.5-kW to 2-MW:

• 0.5-kW to 2-kW for unmanned aircrafts [8] and 40-kW to 700-kW
for manned aircrafts [9,10];

• 50-kW to 100-kW for urban cars [11–14];
• 100-kW to 200-kW for buses and light tram [15–17];
• 600-kW to 1-MW for tramways and locomotives [18–20];
• 480-kW to 2-MW for distributed generation systems (grid paral-

lel connection) [21–24].
The relatively short life of PEM fuel cells is a significant barrier
to their commercialization in stationary and mobile applications.
A longer life span for fuel cell components should be achieved to
ensure high reliability, low maintenance costs and to justify fuel
cells as economical alternative energy systems. Currently, the life-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:Phatiphat.Thounthong@ensem.inpl-nancy.fr
mailto:phtt@kmutnb.ac.th
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.120
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ime target requires PEM fuel cells to achieve 5000 h for mobile and
0,000 h for stationary applications [2].

The overall fuel cell performance decay rate, measured during
ontinuous and uninterrupted operation, is the sum of both the
tability and durability decay rates. Normal degradation targets
equire less than 10% loss in the efficiency of the fuel cell system
t the end of life, and a degradation rate of 2–10 �V h−1 is typically
ccepted for most applications [2].

According to Thounthong et al. [25,26] experimented on a 0.5-
W PEMFC (ZSW Company, Germany) and a 1.2-kW NexaTM PEMFC
Ballard Power System Company, Canada), Corrêa et al. [27] experi-

ented on a 0.5-kW PEMFC (BCS Technology Company) and 0.5-kW
EMFC (Avista Company), Zhu et al. [28] experimented on a 0.5-kW
EMFC (Avista Company), Yoneyama et al. [29] experimented on a
00-kW PEMFC for railway vehicles, and Gaynor et al. [30] experi-
ented on a 350-kW solid oxide FC, they point out the fact that the

C time constants are dominated by temperature and fuel delivery
ystem (pumps, valves, and in some cases, a hydrogen reformer).
s a result, fast energy demand will cause a high voltage drop in
short time, which is recognized as fuel starvation phenomenon

30,31]. Fuel or oxidant starvation refers to the operation of fuel
ells at sub-stoichiometric reaction conditions. When starved from
uel or oxygen, the FC performance degrades and the cell voltage
rops. This condition of operation is evidently hazardous for the FC
tack [31,32].

Several factors can cause reactant starvation. A poor water
anagement with flooding and a poor heat management during

ub-zero temperatures and cold start-ups with ice within the cell
an block the pores of the gas diffusion layers. A poor gas feeding
anagement can lead to non-uniform distribution of the reactant

ases resulting in partial or complete fuel and/or oxidant starva-
ion or in sub-stoichiometric operation in individual cells, as already
emonstrated in [32]. Reliability and lifetime are the most essential
onsiderations in such power sources. Taniguchi et al. [32] clearly
resented that hydrogen and oxygen starvation caused severe and
ermanent damage to the electro-catalyst of the fuel cell. They
ave recommended that fuel starvation must absolutely be avoided,
ven if the operation under fuel starvation is momentary, in just
s. In addition, an imperfect stack and cell design with an uneven
istribution of mass in the flow fields, a poor stack assembly as
ell as quick load demands can be reasons contributing to gas

tarvation.
Thus, to utilize a FC in dynamic applications (such as in a cars,

ramways or trains), its current or power slope must be limited to
ircumvent the fuel starvation problem, for example, 4 A s−1 for a
.5-kW, 12.5-V PEMFC [33]; a 2.5 kW s−1 for a 40-kW, 70-V PEMFC
34]; and 5 A s−1, 10 A s−1 and 50 A s−1 for a 20-kW, 48 V PEMFC
35]. Then, the electrical system must have at least an auxiliary
ower source (energy storage device), such as battery or superca-
acitor, to improve the system performance when electrical loads
t a dc bus demand high power in a short time (for example, vehicle
cceleration and deceleration).

To illustrate vehicle characteristics, Fig. 1 depicts a speed and
ower profile of a European urban tramway (weight: 40–60 tons)
uring a drive cycle for a 500-m course. The acceleration and decel-
ration of the vehicle is sustained by electric motor drives with large
ower. One can observe the following:

The vehicle positive peak power is around 600, and the negative
peak power is around −800 kW.

The positive and negative peak power durations are around 15 s
and 10 s, respectively.
The average power is between 100 kW and 200 kW according to
the auxiliaries (heating or air conditioning).
The duration of drive cycle is 67 s.
Fig. 1. Speed and power profile of a European urban tramway during a drive cycle
for a 500-m course.

Thus, one can say that the drive cycle is with a high level of
peak energy, a relative low average power, and duration around
67 s. Overall, the main power source operates most of the time at
lower load. So, the hybridization consists in replacing the bulky
generator of 600 kW, for example, with a smaller capable of pro-
viding the average power of 100 kW, and in coupling it with at
least energy storage devices (typically batteries and supercapaci-
tors) to provide the fluctuating power [36]. So, many recent works
have already reported the structures of an FC/supercapacitor hybrid
source [37,38] and an FC/battery hybrid source [39,40] for vehicle
applications.

Energy storage technology is a main device in harvesting the
kinetic energy that is wasted whenever vehicles or large machines
must be slowed or stopped, called “regenerative braking energy”.
Although batteries have been successfully used in light-duty vehi-
cles, hybrid platforms for trucks, buses, tramways and trains will
require storage and delivery of much higher powers than can be
accommodated readily by batteries. Unlike batteries, new technol-
ogy storage device of electrochemical capacitors (ECs) can operate
at high charge and discharge rates over an almost unlimited num-
ber of cycles [1] and enable energy recovery in heavier duty
systems.

Like all capacitors, ECs (also called supercapacitors “SuperC” or
ultracapacitors because of their extraordinarily high capacitance
density) physically store charge. Conventional electrostatic and
electrolytic capacitors store charge on low-surface-area plates, but
supercapacitors store charge in an electric double layer set up by
ions at the interface between a high-surface area carbon electrode
and a liquid electrolyte. Supercapacitors first appeared on the mar-

ket in 1978 as farad-sized devices to provide computer memory
backup power [1].

The very high capacitance of supercapacitors comes at a cost. The
operating voltage of a supercapacitor cell cannot exceed the poten-
tial at which the electrolyte undergoes chemical reactions (typically
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ig. 2. Proposed structure of fuel cell/battery/supercapacitor hybrid power source. p
Bat are the battery power, voltage, and current. PSuperC (= vSuperC · iSuperC), vSuperC an
Load are the load power, dc bus voltage, and load current, respectively. iFCREF, iBatREF,
ontrol loops, respectively.

.5–3 V per cell). For high voltage applications, supercapacitor cells,
ike batteries, can be series-connected.

One of the most important advantages of batteries over super-
apacitors is their high energy density. They can store 3–30 times
ore charge. However, supercapacitors can deliver hundreds to
any thousands of times the power of a similar-sized battery.

esides, the highly reversible electrostatic charge storage in super-
apacitors does not produce the changes in volume that usually
ccompany the redox reactions of the active masses in batteries.
uch volume changes are the main cause of the limited cycle life of
atteries (around 1000 cycles for a lead-acid battery), compared to
emonstrated full charge–discharge cycles for supercapacitors into
he many millions.

Presented here is a perfect hybridization of the batteries and
upercapacitors as energy storage devices with a PEM fuel cell as a
ain source. It deals with the conception and the achievement of a

egulated dc bus voltage hybrid power. Its interest is focused on an
nergy management in system, presented in Section 2. To authenti-
ate the proposed hybrid structure, a small-scale hardware system
s realized by analog circuits and numerical calculation (dSPACE).
xperimental results in Section 3 will illustrate the system perfor-
ances.

. Fuel cell/battery/supercapacitor hybrid power source

.1. Structure of hybrid power source

A series hybrid electric vehicle is a vehicle supplied by several
lectrical sources. The power bus is a dc link between sources and
oad. FCs produce dc voltage outputs, and they are always connected
o electric power networks through power conditioning units such
s dc/dc and dc/ac converters. Power conversion and control func-
ions form the basis of what has come to be known as the field
f power electronics. In recent years, power electronics technology
as been spurred by needs for efficient control of industrial applica-

ions and the development of more reliable lightweight switching
ower supplies for sophisticated system.

Different power converter topologies can be used for the power
lectronic interface between the fuel cell and the utility dc bus. For
he dc link voltage level, it is depending on its applications:
vFC · iFC), vFC and iFC are the FC power, voltage, and current. PBat (= vBat · iBat), vBat and
rC are the supercapacitor power, voltage, and current. PLoad (= vBus · iLoad), vBus and
uperCREF are the current reference signals for FC, battery, and supercapacitor current

• 270 V or 350 V for the standard on the all-electric aircraft [41];
• 48 V, 120 V, or 400 V to 480 V for stand-alone or parallel grid con-

nections [42];
• 42 V (PowerNet) [5];
• 270–540 V for electric (fuel cell) vehicles [5,43];
• 350 V (transit bus systems) to 750 V (tramway and locomotive

systems) [17–20].

There are many possible structures to connect a main source
and two storage devices with the utility dc bus. The total mass, vol-
ume, cost and efficiency (optimization) of the propulsion system
are investigated. One of the good solutions is depicted in Fig. 2. It is
composed of a unidirectional converter (step-up converter) for a FC
stack, bidirectional (2-quadrant) converters for battery and super-
capacitor modules. It is the most sufficient configuration when
comparing mass, volume and cost, as detailed in [44,45].

For reasons of safety and dynamics, these converters are primar-
ily controlled by inner current regulation loops, classically [33,40].
These current control loops are supplied by three reference signals:
iSuperCREF, iBatREF, and iFCREF, generated by the energy management
algorithm presented hereafter.

Note that the definitions of current direction are also illustrated
in Fig. 2, and the dynamics of the current regulation loops are also
supposed to be much faster than those of the outer voltage control
loops, detailed hereafter. Thus, the currents iSuperC, iBat, and iFCREF
are considered to follow perfectly their references iSuperCREF, iBatREF,
and iFCREF.

2.2. Energy management of hybrid power source

To manage the energy exchanges between the sources and the
load at dc bus, three operating modes (or states) can be identified
here again [33,40]:

(1) Charge mode, in which the main source supplies energy to the

storage devices and to the load.

(2) Discharge mode, in which main source and storage devices sup-
ply energy to the load.

(3) Recovery mode, in which the load supplies energy to the storage
devices.
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As mentioned earlier, FC has slow dynamics. It can be compen-
ated by faster dynamics from storage devices. Batteries have the
est energy density but a bad power density. Contrary to batter-

es, supercapacitors have lower energy density (1000 times lower)
ut higher power density (100 times higher) and provide very fast
ynamic cycles (close to 1 ms) [1,37].

Furthermore, battery lifetime depends on many factors: the
perating temperature; the number and the depth of discharge
ycles; rate and eventually the amount and number of rest in a
ischarged state and overcharge. To optimize the lifetime of the
atteries, it is advisable to limit the battery current slope in order
o ensure a longer battery lifetime. On the other hand, supercapaci-
ors can provide more cycles than batteries (virtually infinite cycles)
nd are well suited to very fast dynamic cycles [46–50].

The energy management strategy based on a dynamic classifi-
ation, as portrayed in Fig. 3, aims at distributing the global power
ission of the vehicle (refer to Fig. 1) into the sources in such a way

hat each source is optimally used. According to the three points
entioned above embedded energy sources can be classified as

llustrated in Fig. 3. Note that the power unit in Fig. 3 is the normal-
zed unit (or per-unit [pu]). So, the defined dynamic classification
epicted in Fig. 3 is obtained from our simulation result. FC gen-
rator is controlled as the lowest dynamic power source. The FC
urrent or power slope must be limited to avoid the fuel starva-
ion problem. Normally, the FC limited current or power slope has
een experimentally determined as the highest slope of operated
C system, where no fuel starvation occurs, for example, 4 A s−1 for

0.5-kW, 12.5-V PEMFC [33]; and a 2.5 kW s−1 for a 40-kW, 70-V

EMFC [34]. Supercapacitor is the highest dynamic power source,
hich provides the micro-cycles and the fast dynamic power sup-
ly. Battery is between FC and supercapacitor in the dynamic
lassification.

Fig. 4. Proposed energy management of the fuel cel
Fig. 3. Dynamic classification of the embedded sources.

Thounthong et al. [33,37] who studied a FC/supercapacitor
hybrid source have proposed the hybrid energy management by
regulating a dc bus voltage. Therefore, the proposed hybrid energy
management here is shown in Fig. 4. Its basic principle here lies
in using the supercapacitors (the fastest energy source), for sup-
plying energy required to achieve the dc link voltage regulation.
The batteries are controlled as the power source (with dynamic
limitations, F2) that supplies energy to the supercapacitors to keep
them charged. Then, the FC, although obviously the main energy
source of the system, is functioned as the generator (with dynamic
limitations, F1) that supplies energy to the batteries to keep them

charged.

Consequently, the supercapacitor converter is driven to realize a
classical dc bus voltage regulation. The battery converter is driven
to maintain the supercapacitors at a given state-of-charge, here the

l/battery/supercapacitor hybrid power source.
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upercapacitor voltage regulation. Then, the FC converter is also
riven to maintain the batteries at a given state-of-charge, here the
attery voltage regulation. As a result, the hybrid system composes
f three-controlled variables:

the dc bus voltage vBus,
the supercapacitor voltage vSuperC, and
the battery voltage vBat.

and three-control variables:

the supercapacitor current reference iSuperCREF,
the battery current reference iBatREF, and
the FC current reference iFCREF.

As depicted in Fig. 2, one may write the classical power conser-
ative law (without losses) of the FC/battery/supercapacitor hybrid
ower source as follow:

Load(t) = pSuperC(t) + pBat(t) + pFC(t) (1)

here pLoad is the load power, pSuperC is the supercapacitor power,
Bat is the battery power, and pFC is the fuel cell power.

.2.1. DC bus voltage control loop
The dc bus voltage control loop considers a dc bus capacitive

nergy EBus as state variable, and the supercapacitor delivered
ower as command variable, to obtain a natural linear transfer
unction for the system [37]. If the losses in the FC, battery, and
upercapacitor converters are neglected, the dc link capacitive
nergy is given versus supercapacitor power pSuperC, battery power
Bat, FC power pFC and load power pLoad by the following differential
quation:

dEBus(t)
dt

= pSuperC(t) + pBat(t) + pFC(t) − pLoad(t) (2)

hich shows that the transfer function “EBus/pSC” is a pure integra-
or [37]. The dc bus energy measurement is carried out by means
f the following classical calculation:

Bus(t) = 1
2

· CBus · v2
Bus(t) (3)

here CBus is the total capacitance of capacitors at the dc bus (refer
o Fig. 2, CBus = C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5). It enables the generation of
oth bus energy reference and bus energy measurement, through

c bus voltage reference vBusREF and dc bus voltage vBus, respec-
ively. Supercapacitor power reference pSuperCREF is generated by

eans of a proportional–integral (PI)-controller. So, a first-order fil-
er is used for EBus to reduce harmonics due to switching. pSuperCREF
s then divided by the measured supercapacitor voltage vSuperCMea,

Fig. 5. Constant current–constant voltage charging of a lead-acid battery.
r Sources 193 (2009) 376–385

and limited to maintain supercapacitor voltage within an interval
[VSuperCMin, VSuperCMax]. The upper value VSuperCMax of this interval
corresponds to the maximum voltage of the storage device, and
the lower value VSuperCMin, traditionally equal to VSuperCMax/2, to a
level under which supercapacitor discharge becomes ineffective.
This results in the supercapacitor current reference iSCREF.

The supercapacitor current–voltage saturation function called
“SuperC Limitation Function” as portrayed in Fig. 4, consists of lim-
iting the reference iSuperCREF to the interval [maximum charging
current ISuperCMin (negative value), maximum discharging current
ISuperCMax (positive value)] defined, versus the measured superca-
pacitor voltage vSuperCMea as follows [33]:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ISuperCMin = −ISuperCRated · min

(
1,

VSuperCMax − VSuperCMea

�v

)

ISuperCMax = +ISuperCRated · min

(
1,

VSuperCMea − VSuperCMin

�v

) (4)

where, ISuperCRated and �v are the regulation parameters.

2.2.2. Supercapacitor voltage control loop
As presented in Fig. 4, a proportional (P)-controller is sufficient

for the supercapacitor voltage control loop, as far as the propor-
tional gain is high enough to introduce only a little static error.
So, a first-order filter is used for supercapacitor voltage measure-
ment, to reduce switching harmonics. The output signal from the
regulator must be limited in level and slope, to respect constraints
associated with the battery. Then the battery reference signal iBatREF
that drives the battery converter through the battery current con-
trol loop is then kept within an interval [maximum discharging
current IBatDis (positive value), maximum charging current IBatCh
(negative value)]. Moreover, the “Battery Current Slope Limitation”
at a delay F2 enables safe operation of the battery, even during tran-
sient power demand. To obtain a natural linear transfer function,
a second-order delay (filter) F2 is chosen for the battery current
dynamics as follow:

F2(s) = 1

(s/ωn2)2 + (2 · �2/ωn2)s + 1
(5)

where ωn2 and �2 are the regulation parameters. So, a delay F2 of the
battery dynamics must be faster than a delay F1 of the FC dynamics,
refer to Figs. 3 and 4.

2.2.3. Battery voltage control loop
The proposed battery voltage control loop is also portrayed in

Fig. 4. The simple method to charge the battery is the constant
current–constant voltage (CCCV) charging as depicted in Fig. 5
[40], where QBat is the battery capacity. The battery current is
constant (maximum battery charging current IBatMax is set around
QBat/5–QBat/10; for a Li-ion battery, it can be set at IBatMax = QBat)
when the actual battery voltage vBat is far from the battery voltage
reference vBatREF and reduced current when vBat is near vBatREF and
zero when vBat is equal to vBatREF (Fig. 5). Note here that a similar
structure of the battery charging algorithm based on battery state-
of-charge SOC has been reported in [40]. So, the main problem is
that the battery capacity QBat is not constant. It is dependent on
many factors as follows [40]:

• the depth of discharge,
• discharge rate,
• cell temperature,

• charging regime,
• dwell time at low and high SOC,
• battery maintenance procedures,
• current ripple, and
• amount and frequency of overcharge.
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ig. 6. Simulation result: hybrid source response during a high positive load step.

As a result, the battery voltage is here considered as a battery
OC. According to the proposed battery charging algorithm here,
P-controller is enough to generate a battery charging current.

his signal must be limited within an interval [maximum charging
urrent IBatMax (equal to −1·IBatCh), maximum discharging current
BatMin (equal to −1·IBatDis). The measured battery current must be
nversed because the definition of battery current is negative for
harging current.

.2.4. Battery charging control loop
The battery charging control loop receives iBatCOM from a bat-

ery voltage regulation loop as illustrated in Fig. 4. A P-controller
s sufficient to generate the FC current reference iFCREF. It must be
imited in level, within an interval [maximum FC current IFCMax (cor-
esponding to a FC rated current), minimum FC current IFCMin (set
o 0 A)] and limited in slope, which enables the safe operation of
he FC in order to respect constraints associated with the FC, as far
s the proportional gain is high enough to introduce only a small
tatic error.

A first-order low-pass filter is used for the battery current mea-
urement to reduce ripple current coming from the switching
requency. Moreover, the “FC Current Slope Limitation” at a delay
1 enables safe operation of the FC. To obtain a linear transfer func-
ion, a second-order delay (filter) F1 is also chosen for the FC current

ynamics as:

1(s) = 1

(s/ωn1)2 + (2 · �1/ωn1)s + 1
(6)

here ωn1 and �1 are the regulation parameters.

Fig. 8. Test bench of the fuel cell/battery/s
Fig. 7. Simulation result: Hybrid source response during a high negative load step
(imitated regenerative braking).

2.2.5. Conclusion of proposed control algorithm
Using this form of control, the state of the supercapacitors is

naturally defined, through the dc link voltage regulation, by the
load power level and by its state-of-charge. In narrow steady-state
conditions:

(1) if load power is negative, the dc link voltage regulation gener-
ates a negative iSuperCREF;

(2) if load power is positive greater than the approximate FC rated
power summing with the battery rated power, the dc link volt-
age regulation generates a positive iSCREF;

(3) otherwise, the state of the supercapitors depends on its state-
of-charge: supercapacitor current will therefore be positive if
vSuperC > Vsup erCREF, negative if vSuperC < VSuperCREF.

In all cases, battery state depends on supercapacitor voltage and
its voltage. FC state depends only on battery voltage. The FC current
will be strictly positive and less than IFCRated. Otherwise it will be
zero.

In transient conditions, as FC and battery power dynamics
have been intentionally reduced by F1 and F2, the supercapacitor
supplies load variations. In effect, the dc bus voltage regula-

tion transforms a sudden increase in load power into a sudden
increase of supercapacitor current, and on the contrary a sudden
decrease in load power into a sudden decrease of supercapacitor
current.

upercapacitor hybrid power source.
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Fig. 9. Hybrid source response during

Finally, Figs. 6 and 7 present simulation results during a high
onstant stepped load power. There are the load, supercapacitor,
attery, and fuel cell power. In simulation, the FC minimum and
aximum powers are set at 0.0 pu and 1.0 pu, respectively, and
he battery minimum and maximum powers are set at −0.2 pu
corresponding to the maximum charging current) and 1.0 pu (cor-
esponding to the maximum discharging current), respectively. As
llustrated in Fig. 6, initially the supercapacitor and battery mod-
les are full-of-charge, the load power is zero. As a result, the fuel
r starting to a final speed of 800 rpm.

cell, battery, and supercapacitor powers are zero. At t = 10 s, the
constant load power steps to 4.0 pu. One can observe the follow-
ing:
• The supercapacitor module supplies most of the transient power
required.

• The supercapacitor power is the fastest dynamics; the battery
power is in the middle dynamics; then the FC power is the slowest
dynamics.
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Fig. 10. Hybrid source response during moto

Synchronously, the supercapacitor power, after a sharp increase
(discharging), decreases slowly to a constant discharge at 2.0 pu.
At steady-state, the constant load power of 4.0 pu is entirely sup-

plied by the FC of 1.0 pu, the battery of 1.0 pu (discharging state),
and the supercapacitor of 2.0 pu (discharging state).

As a final simulation illustrated in Fig. 7, initially the supercapac-
tor and battery modules are full-of-charge, the load power is zero.
ing from an initial speed of 800 rpm to stop.

As a result, the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor powers are
zero. At t = 10 s, the constant load power steps to −2.0 pu (imitated
regenerative braking). One can see again the following:
• The supercapacitor module supplies most of the transient power
required.

• The supercapacitor power is the fastest dynamics, and then fol-
lowing by the battery power.
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The FC power is still zero power, because the FC power source is
a unidirectional power flow.
Simultaneously, the supercapacitor power, after a sharp decrease
(charging), increases slowly to a constant charge at −1.8 pu.
At steady-state, the constant regenerative braking power of
−2.0 pu is entirely absorbed by the battery of −0.2 pu (charging
state), and the supercapacitor power of −1.8 pu (charging state).

. Experimental validation

.1. Test bench description

A PEM fuel cell system (500 W, 50 A) studied here was
onstructed by the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie und Wasserstoff-
orschung (ZSW) Company, Germany. It is composed of 16 cells
n series with area of 100 cm2. It is supplied with pure hydrogen
rom bottles under pressure and with clean, dry air from a com-
ressor. Storage devices are obtained by means of two lead-acid
atteries (68 Ah, 12 V) connected in series, and twelve supercapaci-
ors (3500 F, 2.5 V, 500 A) developed and manufactured by the SAFT
ompany, France connected in series. In addition, a small-scale test
ench in our laboratory is presented in Fig. 8.

The FC converter is a classical boost converter [25]. The battery
nd supercapacitor converters are bidirectional (2-quadrant) con-
erters [33]. The load at dc link is only a traction motor drive of
kW coupled with a small-inertia flywheel.

The dc bus studied here is 42 V (PowerNet) [5]. For the super-
apacitor, battery, and FC current control loops, they have been
ealized by analog circuits to function at high bandwidth. For the
c bus voltage, the supercapacitor voltage, the battery voltage, and
he battery charging regulation loops have been implemented in
he real time card dSPACE DS1104, through the mathematical envi-
onment of Matlab–Simulink, with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz.
he ControlDeskTM software enables changes in the parameters of
he control loops. The measurements of the dc bus voltage vBus, the
upercapacitor voltage vSuperC, supercapacitor current iSuperC, the
attery voltage vBat, the battery current iBat, and the FC current iFC
ave been realized by means of zero-flux Hall effect sensors.

The voltage reference signals are set as follows:

VBusREF = 42 V,
VBatREF = 25 V,
VSuperCREF = 26 V.

For the minimum and maximum controlled parameters are set
s follows:

ISuperCRated = 200 A,
VSuperCMin = 15 V,
VSuperCMax = 30 V,
�v = 0.5 V,
IBatCh = −6 A,
IBatDis = +20 A,
IBatMax = 6 A,
IBatMin = −20 A,
IFCMin = 0 A,
IFCMax = 25 A.

Note here that for safety reasons the maximum FC current IFCMax
s set at 25 A (around 280 W) in place of 50 A (rated current).
.2. Experimental results

Figs. 9 and 10 portray waveforms obtained during a motor drive
ycle. They present the dc bus, supercapacitor, battery, and FC
r Sources 193 (2009) 376–385

voltages; supercapacitor, battery, and FC currents; load (or approx-
imately as a motor power), supercapacitor, battery, and FC powers;
and motor speed.

As portrayed in Fig. 9. the initial state is zero for the load,
supercapacitor, battery, and fuel cell powers. It means that the
supercapacitor and battery modules are full of charge. One can
observe the supercapacitor voltage is equal to the supercapacitor
voltage reference of 26 V, and battery voltage is equal to the bat-
tery voltage reference of 25 V. At t = 4 s, the motor starts to the final
speed of 800 rpm, so that the steady-state load power supplies by
the FC, battery, and supercapacitor sources. It can be observed the
following:

• The supercapacitor module supplies most of the transient power
required during motor acceleration.

• The supercapacitor power is the fastest dynamics; the battery
power is in the middle dynamics; then the FC power is the slowest
dynamics.

• Synchronously, the supercapacitor power, after a sharp increase
(discharging) during motor acceleration, decreases slowly to a
constant discharge at around 160 W.

• The steady-state load power is approximately 600 W, totally sup-
plied by the FC, battery, and supercapacitor sources. The FC
operates at a maximum current of 25 A, and the battery module
is in the state of discharge with the constant discharging current
IBatDis of 20 A.

As a final test, Fig. 10 presents waveforms obtained at motor
braking from an initial speed of 800 rpm to stop at t = 4 s. One can
scrutinize the regenerative braking energy from the traction motor
supplies back to the dc bus, demonstrating four phases as follows:

• First, the supercapacitor recovers the energy supplied to the dc
link by the FC, the battery, and the motor regenerative braking.

• Second, the FC supplies power for charging the supercapacitor
and battery storage devices.

• Third, when the supercapacitor module is nearly full of charge, the
FC power slowly reduces to charging only the battery module.

• Fourth, the supercapacitor module is full of charge (VSuperCREF =
vSuperC). Consequently, the FC supplies energy for only charging
the battery.

Excellently, only little perturbations on the dc bus voltage can
be seen during motor start/stop and the dynamics of FC and battery
powers are reduced, which is of major importance in the proposed
energy management hybrid power source.

4. Conclusions

The key objective of this present work is to propose an original
control algorithm for a dc distributed generation supplied by a fuel
cell main source, and the perfect storage devices: supercapacitors
and batteries. The combined utilization of batteries and superca-
pacitors is the perfect hybridization system of a high energy and
high power density. The study mainly focuses on the FC, battery
and supercapacitor taking account of the intrinsic energetic char-
acteristics of these sources (i.e. energy and power densities, typical
operating dynamics) in the energy management strategy. Hence,
the control principle presents how to stay away from the fast tran-
sition of the FC and battery powers, and then reducing the FC and

battery stresses. As a result, hybrid power source will increase its
lifetime.

Experimental results in our laboratory carried out using a small-
scale test bench, which employs a PEMFC (500 W, 50 A), and
storage devices composed of supercapacitor bank (292 F, 30 V) and
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ead-acid battery module (68 Ah, 24 V), corroborate the excellent
erformances of the proposed energy management during a motor
rive cycle. During motor starts/stops or other significant steps in

oad, the storage elements provide the balance of energy needed
uring the momentary load transition period; and also absorbs
xcess energy from regenerative braking.
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